


fasma is a UK based company 
that creates innovative design 
products, shaped by a desire for 
an ecological approach. Products 
utilise natural materials, 

traditional techniques and quality 
craftsmanship. All elements of the range are 
designed to be mixed and matched, resulting 
in flexible use for hospitality interiors and 
equal functionality in a domestic context. 
The first furniture range has been designed by 
London based architects Bureau de Change. 
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fasma uses quality craftsmanship 
and simplicity of design 
with a desire to create 
long lasting products. The 
company’s Greek origins are 

fundamental to its manufacturing processes 
and supply chain - we utilise the talent 
of local craftsmen, in order to garner 
business for local communities, and take 
advantage of material sources within 
Greece to create proximity between 
material supply and final manufacture. 
Handcraftsmanship also contributes to a 
reduction in industrial energy consumption.   

Process







Materials

fasma embraces naturally 
occuring materials such as 
cotton and timber, exploiting 
their aesthetic and functional 
potential. Greece is the largest 

grower of cotton in Europe, and tactile 
handwoven surfaces made using single 
lengths of 100% cotton rope, capitalise 
on this resource. Woven surfaces bind our 
solid walnut frames together, giving them 
rigidity. Timber comes from sustainable 
sources and recycled packaging is also 
used to promote an ecological approach. 













Dining Chair (Closed Back)

Efasma’s signature dining chair is handwoven 
from 100% cotton, adding a bold three 
dimensional surface and textural contrast 
to its solid walnut frame. The chairs can be 
used as stand-alone pieces, combined with 
Efasma’s sofa or room divider, or grouped 
around a dining table with colourways 
mixed and matched for an aesthetic punch. 
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dim: H 76 x W 46.9 x D 46.9 (cm)





Dining Chair (Open Back) 

The solid walnut frame of our open back 
dining chair is handwoven with a 100% 
cotton, offering a more minimal and graphic 
take on our fully woven chair. The simplicity 
of this chair offers a flexible canvas, which 
can be softened and styled with your own 
choice of cushions. The chairs can be used 
as stand-alone pieces, combined with 
Efasma’s sofa or room divider, or grouped 
around a dining table with colourways 
mixed and matched for an aesthetic punch.

dim: H 76 x W 46.9 x D 46.9 (cm)
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Marble Dining Table 

The generous marble slab topping our six 
seater dining table, highlights the natural 
patina of the material that makes every table 
unique. The table’s geometry emerges from 
a clever slotting system, in which the dining 
chairs appear pushed into the edge of the 
table, leaving behind pleasing brass detailed 
notches. Although this dining table can work 
equally well with your own chairs, its clean 
walnut and marble surfaces amplify the depth 
and richness of the woven chairs, designed 
to sit alongside. The legs can be removed 
for economy of packaging materials.

dim: H 76 x W 1845.8 x D 100 (cm)
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Octagonal Dining Table

Made from solid walnut and oak, this table 
utilizes the colour and grain of these wood 
species, in order to echo the structure of our 
handwoven surfaces. The table’s geometry 
emerges from a clever slotting system, in 
which the dining chairs appear pushed into 
the edge of the table, leaving behind pleasing 
brass clad notches. Although this dining table 
can work equally well with your own chairs, 
its clean timber and brass surfaces amplify 
the depth and richness of the woven chairs, 
designed to sit alongside. The legs can be 
removed for economy of packaging materials.

dim: H 76 x max W 130 x max D 130 (cm)
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Sofa

Offering an unconventional translation of 
communal seating, the Efasma sofa is a perfect 
centre piece for a lobby, bar or domestic 
environment. It can slot neatly together with a 
twin sofa, our room divider or any of our chairs. 
Its surfaces are woven from 100% cotton, 
adding bold three dimensional surfaces and 
textural contrast to its solid walnut frame.

dim: H 76 x W 190.5 x D 66.3(cm)
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Stool

A clean solid walnut frame augments the 
textural depth of Efasma’s handwoven stool. 
Colourways can be mixed and matched to 
create a playful arrangements in a lobby, 
bar or living area. Efasma’s stools and 
coffee table are perfect partners, sitting 
in complementary material contrast. 

dim: H 44.7 x W 41.1 x D 41.1 (cm)
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Coffee Table

The design for Efasma’s coffee table embraces 
the rich surfaces of walnut and marble. 
Puzzle like marble panels, which are pieced 
together on the surface of Efasma’s coffee 
table, are designed to highlight the natural 
patina which occurs in this material. Efasma’s 
stools and coffee table are perfect partners, 
sitting in complementary material contrast.

dim: H 40 x max W 70 x max D 70 (cm)
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Room Divider

This solid walnut screen offers a practical but 
playful take on the traditional room divider. 
Each panel has been wrapped by hand to create 
a permeable surface in 100% cotton, which 
offers an intriguing moiré effect. Its impact and 
functionality can be extended in combination 
with our seating options, which slot together 
in a practical and visually satisfying way. 

dim: H 170.2 x W 97.4 x D 35.3 (cm)
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contract enquiries: 
contract@efasma.co.uk

residential enquiries: 
residential@efasma.co.uk

press enquiries: 
info@efasma.co.uk

T: +44 (0)2032876547
F: +44 (0)2037134472

Birchin Court
20 Birchin Lane

London
EC3V 9DJ

www.efasma.co.uk

Find us




